CH CT MACH9 REGEN'S SHE'S ON FIRE, VCD3, RN, MH, JHR, MXG3,
MJS3, MXF, MFG, TAX, T2B5, SDX, RDX, VX6, BROM
SIRE: CH Regen's Rocket Launcher, VCD3, JH, MXG, MJC, XF, SD, RDX, VX4
DAM: Regen's Grayquest Callback, CDX, TD, SH, SDX, RDX, VX
Breeder: Judith Voris, Lori Barbee & Anne Tyson
Owner: Bruce Bahcall & Anne Tyson
D.O.B. 10/28/2008
MACH, UD, MH, or Champion Tracker were titles I
thought were unattainable until Ashlee came along.
Ashlee demonstrated an uncanny desire to train and
learn from day one, making working with her a blast.
Because of her ability to master everything quickly
and her "put me in coach" attitude, I thought I'd see
how much she could achieve, and needless to say,
she did pretty well!
Ashlee competed with such passion and intensity
and made everything look easy (which it wasn't).
Because of this, people often assumed I was a great
trainer, but the truth is, I didn't train Ashlee. She
trained me how to train her. People often joked that
in agility, all I had to do was show Ashlee the course
map and get out of her way, and we would qualify.
How true that was.
The bottom line is Ashlee was a once in-a-lifetime
dog that everyone loved and I was lucky to have!
History of Accomplishments: CH/MH before she was
3 VX6 before she was 5 First MVW winner Invited to
the AKC Agility Invitational for 5 straight years placing second in her first event Earned her
UD in 3 straight trials with all first place wins. Producing 10 pups, Ashlee progeny so far have
achieved MH, SH, Five MACH’s, four CH and two GCH along with a National Maturity Winner
earring her a BROM and a few points short of her FROM.
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